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ACT I 

 

SCENE 1 

 

(A cave. Lights up. RACHEL sits on the floor of the cave, 

cross-legged, looking up, looking bored. The lighting is 

dim and seems to come only from a collection of glow sticks 

on the floor of the cave. Several seconds pass. RACHEL does 

not move. All is quiet...until we hear a rope snap and some 

rocks slide. SAM skids onto the stage, sliding down from 

somewhere high above, holding a flashlight and screaming. 

HE lands on the stage hard and does not move. HE groans.) 

 

RACHEL 

 (Sarcastically)  

How did it go? 

 

SAM 

Believe it or not, better than I expected. 

 

RACHEL 

Believe it or not, I believe it. 

 

SAM 

Thanks for the vote of confidence. 

 

RACHEL 

Hey, I've seen you fall out of a La-Z-Boy. I'm amazed you 

made it off the ground to begin with. 

(Pause) 
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Less amazed that you ended up back on it. 

 

SAM 

Thanks.  

 

      RACHEL  

So? Did you find a way out? 

 

SAM 

There is no out. There is only down. 

(He struggles to sit up.) 

 

RACHEL 

Seriously? How did this happen? We got into this stupid 

cave, there has got to be a way out. Right? 

 

SAM 

Definitely. 

 

RACHEL 

I think we're going to die in here. 

 

SAM 

We're not going to die in here. We just need to find the 

way out. 

 

RACHEL 

And what if we don't find the way out? 

 

SAM 
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(He considers this) 

Then we'll probably die in here. 

 

(RACHEL sighs and pushes herself to her feet, resuming her 

search for a way out.) 

 

RACHEL 

I can’t believe we’re lost. 

 

SAM 

I know. I thought you were a skunking expert. 

 

RACHEL 

Spelunking. 

(She has explained this many times already.) 

Spe-lun-king. Spelunking! 

 

SAM 

That is not a real word. 

 

RACHEL 

Can we please just focus on the problem at hand? 

 

SAM 

What? That you got us lost while cave-diving so now we're 

going to die three hundred feet underground in a pitch 

black cave in some chamber where no one will even think to 

look for our bodies? 

 

(RACHEL considers this) 

 

RACHEL 
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You're right, let's not focus on that. 

 

SAM 

 (Grabbing his side and wincing) 

Can we focus on first aid? And the importance of knowing 

it? Ugh. I think I broke a lung. 

 

(SAM produces a flask and drinks deeply. HE offers it to 

Rachel.) 

 

      RACHEL  

No. 

 

 

(SAM shrugs and takes another drink. RACHEL continues to 

look around) 

 

      RACHEL (CONT’D) 

Do you really think we might die down here? 

 

SAM 

Nah. I mean, I guess never say never. But there's a way 

out. There’s a way in, so there’s a way out. All we have to 

do is go out the way in, and the way in becomes the way 

out. We're just a little turned around, we'll find it. We 

won't die. 

 

RACHEL 

Well, if we do, you know that I love you, right? 

 

SAM 

Unless we're eaten by cave monsters.  
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 (Notices Rachel’s reaction.) 

They're real. I saw them on Discovery. 

(Pause.) 

What? 

 

RACHEL 

Nothing. You keep a lookout for mutants, I'm going to find 

our way out. 

(She clicks on a flashlight and begins searching the 

cave.) 

 

SAM 

I already looked over there. 

 

RACHEL 

I know. 

 

SAM 

But you're still looking over there. 

 

RACHEL 

Yep. 

 

SAM 

Even though I already looked. 

 

RACHEL 

Yep. 

 

SAM 

Are you serious? 
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RACHEL 

I'm just...double-checking. 

 

SAM 

Why don't you start single-checking in a place I haven't 

looked yet? 

 

RACHEL 

I've seen you "look" for things, Sam. It’s not an insult, I 

just want to be thorough. 

 

(SAM cannot believe this. RACHEL continues searching.) 

 

 

RACHEL 

This is so stupid. I can't believe we're lost in a chamber! 

 

      SAM 

Maybe we should stop calling it a chamber. It makes us 

sound like idiots. We’re not lost in some monk’s basement. 

  

      RACHEL 

What do you remember about the way in? Did you see 

anything...I don't know...unique? Like, wasn't there a rock 

formation that looked like a...you know...like an angry 

cactus? 

 

      SAM 

 (Gives her a look) 

What the hell does an angry cactus look like? 
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      RACHEL 

Like... 

 (She poses like an angry cactus.) 

 

      SAM 

That is not an angry cactus. That's more like a...drunk 

walrus. 

 

      RACHEL 

Shut up, it's an angry cactus. It was like--AH HA HA! There 

it is! 

 (She shines her light on the rock formation.) 

 

      SAM 

Wow. That actually does look like an angry cactus. 

 

      RACHEL 

And that means the way in was... 

 (She shines her light off stage.) 

Over there! Sam! I found it! I found it! 

 

      SAM 

In an area I have not searched yet, by the way. 

 

(RACHEL screeches with excitement. LOUDLY. There is a 

rumble. Offstage, there is a little avalanche. Dust billows 

out onto the stage. RACHEL’s face falls.) 

 

      SAM (CONT’D) 

What was that? 
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      RACHEL 

Oh, shit. 

 

      SAM 

What? What happened? 

 

      RACHEL 

Oh, shit! 

 

      SAM 

What?! 

 

      RACHEL 

I just killed us.       

 

      SAM 

What did you do? 

 

      RACHEL 

I— 

 

      SAM 

Rachel, what did you do?! 

 

      RACHEL 

I just caved in the exit. 

 

      SAM 

You what? 
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      RACHEL 

When I screamed, it—the rocks just—it caved in. 

 

      SAM 

No. No! No, no, no! 

 (He runs over to the exit and struggles with the rocks 

 covering the way out.) 

No! You—goddamn—rocks—you—urrrngh! 

 

      RACHEL 

I am so sorry. 

 

      SAM 

 (Out of breath.) 

You're sorry. 

 

      RACHEL 

I'm really, really sorry. 

 

      SAM 

You're really, really sorry. That you've just sentenced us 

to death by suffocation. Or starvation. Or maybe cave 

monster. You're sorry about that. 

 

      RACHEL 

I so, so am. I am so sorry. 

 

      SAM 

Well. As long as you're sorry. 

 

(SAM "calmly" walks back over to the far side of the cave. 

HE "calmly" braces himself against a boulder. And HE 
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"calmly" screams in obscene frustration. Somewhere in the 

distance, there is another avalanche. Dust puffs up onto 

the stage.) 

 

      RACHEL 

That happens more easily than you'd think, right? 

 

      SAM 

You know, on some level, I always knew your awful shrieking 

would kill me. 

 

      RACHEL 

There's no need to be nasty! I'm trapped here too, you 

know! 

 

      SAM 

Which is great, ‘cause it’s not every day you get to die 

while staring into the face of your own murderer! 

 

      RACHEL 

I’m not a murderer! It was an accident! Oh my God, oh my 

God, we’re going to die. Oh my God! 

 

      SAM 

All right. All right. Hold on. Let's just...be calm about 

this. We're not going to die in this cave. No one ever 

actually dies in caves.  

 

      RACHEL 

People die in caves all the time! 

 

      SAM 
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Name one person who’s died in a cave. 

 

      RACHEL 

I don’t know, it happens! 

 

      SAM 

It does not. I watched this documentary once about a guy 

who fell into an ice cave while climbing a mountain, broke 

his leg so the bone was, like, ripped through his kneecap, 

and he couldn’t climb out, so he went down even further 

into the cave, and even that guy didn’t die. Okay? We’re 

going to be fine. 

 

      RACHEL 

You watched a documentary? 

 

      SAM 

Yes, Rachel, I watched a documentary. 

 

      RACHEL 

When? 

 

      SAM 

It was for a class in college. 

 

      RACHEL 

Ah. 

 

      SAM 

What? What “Ah”? You don’t think I can watch a documentary 

on my own? 
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      RACHEL 

I’m just not surprised it wasn’t on your own. That’s all. 

 

      SAM 

Yeah, well guess what. I also watched 127 Hours. On my own. 

 

      RACHEL 

Not a documentary. 

 

      SAM 

And you know who else didn’t die in a cave? James Franco. 

 

      RACHEL 

Yeah, he just sawed his own arm off with a pocketknife. 

 

      SAM 

And he was fine! Look, there's always a way out. We just 

need to find it. 

 

      RACHEL 

There was a way out, and I just closed it up in an 

avalanche. 

 

      SAM 

You did. And that was very frustrating.  

 

(SAM sits down and motions for RACHEL to join him. SHE 

does. SAM assumes a thoughtful position and calmly, 

rationally begins...) 

 

      SAM 
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Okay. First things first; do we have any dynamite? 

 

      RACHEL 

No. 

 

      SAM 

Well, that's it. We're fucked. 

 

      RACHEL 

Sam! 

 

      SAM 

We are, Rachel! We are totally fucked! We just spent the 

last hour looking for a way out, and that spot over there 

that used to be a hole was it. Now there's nothing. 

Nothing. We have four bottles of water, a flashlight, a 

handful of stupid crack-and-glow lights that we’ve already 

cracked and glowed, six Clif bars, and God only knows how 

much air. 

 (He takes a deep breath) 

No. It's fine. It's going to be fine. People know we're 

down here. They'll find us. We'll be fine. 

 

      RACHEL 

Okay. 

 

      SAM 

Okay. 

 (They both sit silently for a few moments.) 

 

      RACHEL 

What if it’s not okay? 
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      SAM 

It will be okay. 

 

      RACHEL 

Look. In case it's not...in case...you know...the worst 

happens...I just want you to know that I really love you. 

Really. 

 

 (SAM doesn’t respond. RACHEL takes HIS hand, and HE 

pats hers uncomfortably in return.) 

 

      RACHEL (CONT’D) 

Is there anything you want to say to me? 

 

      SAM 

Well...since you bring it up...I think we should break up. 

 

      RACHEL 

What?! 

 

      SAM 

I’ve been thinking about it a lot, and I want to break up. 

 

      RACHEL 

 (SHE absolutely cannot believe this.) 

Now?! 

 

      SAM 

Yeah. 

 

      RACHEL 
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We’re engaged! 

 

      SAM 

Well...not anymore. 

 

      RACHEL 

Sam. We are engaged, and it is our anniversary. This is an 

anniversary trip. 

 

      SAM 

I wasn’t planning on doing it today! 

 

      RACHEL 

Our wedding is in two months! 

 

      SAM 

(He is uncomfortable) 

Not anymore. 

 

(RACHEL screams. More rocks shake loose somewhere in the 

distance. More dust billows onto the stage. This makes SAM 

alarmed.) 

 

      SAM (CONT’D) 

Okay, I don’t mean to sound insensitive right now, but I 

really think you should stop doing that. 

 

      RACHEL 

You’re breaking up with me on our anniversary in the middle 

of a goddamn cave where we’re going to run out of food and 

air and die?! Why would you do that to me?! 
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      SAM 

Because I don’t want to die with a lie on my conscience! 

 

      RACHEL 

Oh, our relationship is a lie?! 

 

      SAM 

It would be, if I didn’t tell you that I wanted to end it! 

 

      RACHEL 

 (Figuring this next move out as she goes along) 

I...am going...to...find a rock and beat you to death with 

it. 

 

(SHE finds a rock, picks it up, and advances menacingly. 

SHE’s basically going to bash the hell out of HIS skull.) 

 

      SAM 

Whoa, whoa! Jesus! Fine, I take it back! We’re not breaking 

up! 

 

(RACHEL stares at him furiously. Finally, SHE screams and 

hurls the rock at HIM. It hits HIM, hard.) 

 

      SAM (CONT’D) 

Ow! 

 

(RACHEL pauses for a few moments, trying to sift through 

HER anger and frustration and hurt feelings.) 

       

      RACHEL 
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There are so many things I want to say to you right now. I 

don’t—I don’t even know where to start.  

 (Pause) 

How long have you known?      

 

      SAM 

I don’t know. Not that long. 

 

      RACHEL 

How long? Days? Weeks? 

 

      SAM 

Yeah. I don’t know. Six or seven. 

 

      RACHEL 

Seven weeks? 

 

      SAM 

Seven...months. 

 

      RACHEL 

Seven months? 

 

      SAM 

Yeah. Well...eight months. Okay, nine. Well, I mean...a 

year. A little more, maybe? 

 

      RACHEL 

We’ve only been engaged for a little more than a year! 

 

      SAM 

Yeah. 
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 (Pause) 

I guess that’s pretty fucked up, right? 

 

      RACHEL 

How could you...? I mean...why would you even propose to 

me? 

 

      SAM 

Because you really wanted to get married. 

 

      RACHEL 

 (Stunned) 

That is just—my God, Sam! And you waited this whole year to 

tell me?!  

 

      SAM 

I...guess I was scared. 

 

      RACHEL 

Of what?! 

 

      SAM 

Of...well...pretty much what’s happening right now. 

 

(RACHEL gapes at him.) 

 

      SAM (CONT’D) 

And I knew it would hurt you, and I just...I didn’t want 

that. 

 

      RACHEL 

And you didn’t want me. 
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      SAM 

Rachel, of course I want you, I love you, I just don’t know 

if I-- 

 

      RACHEL 

 (Interrupting.) 

So you were afraid to hurt me when we were alive, but now 

that we’re going to die, you’re suddenly okay with it. 

 

      SAM 

It’s not like this is how I planned on bringing it up! 

Christ. This isn’t how I thought it would happen. 

 

      RACHEL 

And how did you think it would happen? In your perfect 

scenario, how did this go? How did you tell your fiancée 

that you actually didn’t want to spend the rest of your 

life with her? 

 

      SAM 

Well I thought that a text would be easiest— 

 

      RACHEL 

A text?! 

 

      SAM 

But that didn’t really seem right. 

 

      RACHEL 

This is unbelievable. I cannot believe you’re doing this. 

No, you know what? I can believe you’re doing this. It’s 
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exactly the kind of thing you would do. Which makes it all 

even more fucked up!  

       

      SAM 

What’s all fucked up? 

 

      RACHEL 

That I’m with you, that I agreed to marry you, that I still 

love you even right now, knowing that you’re the type of 

person who would break off an engagement in a cave! 

 

      SAM 

Again...I was not planning on doing it like this. I really 

wanna stress that. 

 

      RACHEL 

No, you were going to cut it even closer to our wedding 

date. Or maybe you thought, “Hey, screw it, I’ll just leave 

her at the altar, make a mad dash for freedom while she 

stands in the back of a church like a complete idiot.” 

 (Horrified at the realization)  

Oh my God, were you going to leave me at the altar? 

 

      SAM 

 (He has definitely thought about leaving her at the  

altar.) 

No... 

 

      RACHEL 

You were! You were going to leave me at the altar! 

 

      SAM 
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No! I mean, it was an option... 

 

      RACHEL 

Sam! How can I possibly mean so little to you? 

 

      SAM 

You don’t! That’s the whole point! I couldn’t tell you 

because I care about you so much. 

 

      RACHEL 

So that’s it. You’ve been wanting to break up with me, and 

now you’re doing it. 

 

      SAM 

 (Sort of quietly)  

I mean, at least I’m doing it in person, right? 

 

      RACHEL 

 (Glaring)  

Yeah. You’re a real mensch.  

 (SHE huffs and puts more distance between them) 

You couldn’t have said something before I bought the dress? 

 (To herself, achingly) 

Ooooh, I loooove that dress... 

 

      SAM 

You’ll still get a chance to wear it someday! 

 (Rachel stares at him pointedly.) 

If...we get out of here. And if you find someone. 

 

      RACHEL 
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Can you, at the very least, tell me why? I think I deserve 

a reason. 

 

      SAM 

I don’t know. I mean, yeah, you do, but...there are lots of 

reasons. 

 

      RACHEL 

Oh, nice. 

 

      SAM 

That’s not what I mean. Not lots of reasons reasons. Lots 

of small reasons. That just all kind of started adding up. 

 

      RACHEL 

Like what? 

 

      SAM 

Like, I don’t know... 

 

      RACHEL 

Like what? 

 

      SAM 

Like I don’t know! Like...well, for one, the sex, I guess. 

 

      RACHEL 

The sex, you guess? 

 

      SAM 

Yeah. 
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      RACHEL 

What’s wrong with our sex, you guess?  

 

      SAM 

It’s just that it’s—well, it’s not—I mean...our sex 

isn’t... 

 

(SAM makes an awkward hand gesture that has no connection 

to any sexual act whatsoever. It is very confusing.) 

 

      RACHEL 

Our sex isn’t...swirly enough? 

 

      SAM 

No! Well...yeah, actually. It’s not swirly enough. 

 

RACHEL 

What does that even mean? 

 

SAM 

It means I want us to be swirlier! 

 

RACHEL 

I don’t know what that means! 

 

SAM 

That’s the problem! 

 

RACHEL 

What else? Besides the sex, what else? 

 

SAM 
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It’s just...a lot of things. 

 

RACHEL 

And especially...? 

 

SAM 

I don’t know...your voice? 

 

RACHEL 

(in an annoying, exasperated screech) 

My voice?! 

 

SAM 

That voice, specifically. 

 

RACHEL 

After three years, a cat, and two thousand dollars on 

wedding invitations, you’re breaking up with me because of 

my voice?! 

 

SAM 

We spent two thousand dollars on invitations?! 

 

RACHEL 

Not the point! 

 

SAM 

Yes, okay? Your voice is part of it. It’s fine, most of the 

time, but every once in a while, you do this screechy thing 

that feels like nails stabbing into my brain, and after 

hearing it every day for so long, I finally thought, “Can I 

live with this for the rest of my life?” I can’t. 
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RACHEL 

You don’t break up with someone because you don’t like the 

way they yell, Sam.  

 

      SAM 

Your voice did just cause an avalanche... 

 

      RACHEL 

 (Not acknowledging him.)  

You discuss it with them. Calmly and rationally and 

sensitively. That’s what adults do. 

 

SAM 

I know, but...ugh. That’s why I said it’s not just one 

thing. It’s not just the sex or just the voice, it’s the 

sex, it’s the voice, it’s the undiagnosed OCD, it’s the— 

 

RACHEL 

The what?  

 

SAM 

Oh, come on. You can’t go three days without reorganizing 

the spice rack.  

 

RACHEL 

I can’t go three days without reorganizing because you 

can’t go one day without putting everything back where it 

doesn’t belong. 

 

SAM 
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I feel like you think you’re proving me wrong right now, 

but... 

 

RACHEL 

That is not obsessive-compulsive, it is expecting things to 

be done the right way. 

 

SAM 

I think putting spices into the stupid spice rack in the 

order that you use them is a just-fine way. 

 

RACHEL 

That’s ridiculous. What if you use oregano right after 

using the paprika? 

 

SAM 

Then you put them next to each other! The oregano next to 

the paprika! 

 

RACHEL 

The oregano next to the paprika? Are you insane?! 

 

SAM 

Do you even hear yourself?! 

 

RACHEL 

You cannot end a relationship over a spice rack. 

 

SAM 

You’re not listening to me. It’s not just the spice rack.  

 

RACHEL 
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What else? 

 

      SAM 

I’m not going to run down a list. 

 

RACHEL 

Why not? We’ve certainly got time. 

 

SAM 

Yeah. We do. Thanks again for sealing us in. With your 

voice. 

 

RACHEL 

Don’t you dare make this about me. 

 

SAM 

Everything has to be about you.  

 

RACHEL 

What? 

 

SAM 

Tell me one time you did anything for me that didn’t also 

benefit you. 

 

RACHEL 

I bought you that stupid TV you wanted for your birthday! 

 

SAM 

That is a household item! It benefits you too! 

 

RACHEL 
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I can’t even watch it! It’s too high-def, it makes me 

motion sick! 

 

SAM 

I bet you didn’t know that when you bought it. 

 

RACHEL 

I threw up in the Best Buy showroom when I was looking at 

it! 

 

SAM 

You did? 

 

RACHEL 

Yes! 

 

SAM 

I didn’t know that. 

 

RACHEL 

That’s why I’m not allowed to go back there. 

 

SAM 

You said you couldn’t go back because they support dolphin 

torture! 

 

RACHEL 

Of course they don’t support dolphin torture! It’s Best 

Buy, Sam, not fucking SeaWorld! I just said that so you 

wouldn’t feel bad about me throwing up all over Best Buy 

because I was buying you a birthday present! 
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SAM 

Oh my God. If Best Buy doesn’t support dolphin torture, 

then all my Reward Zone points have been sitting there 

going to waste for nothing! 

 

RACHEL 

And how about the fact that I go on your family hayrides 

every single year because it’s sooooo important to you, 

even though I’m allergic to hay? 

 

SAM 

Oh, come on. It’s not like I make us sleep on a straw 

mattress. 

 

RACHEL 

I went to the emergency room last year! 

 

SAM 

Which was a little dramatic. 

 

      RACHEL 

I am not dramatic! 

 

SAM 

(Trying to be a little diplomatic) 

You get...worked up. 

 

RACHEL 

I do not get worked up! 

 

(SAM gives RACHEL a meaningful look.) 
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RACHEL (CONT’D) 

Well of course I’m worked up now, you just broke up with me 

inside of our own tomb! 

 

SAM 

“Tomb”? See? That’s what I’m talking about, calling it a 

“tomb” is a little— 

 

RACHEL 

Don’t say dramatic. 

 

SAM 

—dramatic. 

 

(RACHEL is extremely angry. She wants to punch SAM in the 

mouth. But instead, she begins to cry. This makes SAM 

uncomfortable.) 

 

SAM (CONT’D) 

Hey...Rachel...come on, don’t cry. 

 

RACHEL 

Leave me alone. 

 

SAM 

I’m sorry. Really. I am. 

 

RACHEL 

Go sit over there.  

(She points to the other side of the cave.) 

I can’t believe this. Of all the stupid things...I used to 

think all your annoying little habits were endearing. I am 
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so, so stupid. I should have seen it. Goddammit, I should 

have seen it. You’re childish, Sam, and I don’t know why I 

ever thought we could last. 

 
SAM 

I’m not childish! 
 

RACHEL 
You are. You think everything that exists, exists because 
someone willed it into being just for you. 
 

SAM 
That is the weirdest sentence I have ever heard. 
 

RACHEL 
You look at the whole world with little kid eyes. I want 
that! That’s mine! I want that! That’s mine! And when you 
can’t get something, you throw a tantrum until someone 
comes along and pats you on the head and tells you how 
special you are. 
 

SAM 

You’ve gone cave-crazy. 

 

RACHEL 

Oh, no. I’m just seeing you. Finally. I see you, Sam. 

 

SAM 

I see you too. There are lights on. 

 

RACHEL 

No, I see the actual you. You’re charming, and you’re fun, 

and that’s what made me fall for you so hard, because I’ve 

always been so stuck, and it’s hard for me to break my 

routine, it’s hard for me to loosen up, I know that, and 

you came along, and you broke all my rules, and you were 

fun, and you were so charming, but all of that’s just the 

surface, because underneath it, you’re also childish, and 
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you’re insecure, and you would have been a terrible—no, you 

know what? I’m glad you broke up with me. 

 

SAM 

No you’re not. 

 

RACHEL 

Oh yes I am. We were a mistake.  

(She gestures to the cave) 

And this proves it. 

 

SAM 

“This” is your fault! And coming into a cave at all was 

your idea! You’re the skunking expert! 

 

RACHEL 

It’s spelunking! 

 

SAM 

It is not! 

 

RACHEL 

You know what? I am glad I’m not going to die emotionally 

chained to a grown man who doesn’t know that spelunking is 

a word. 

 

SAM 

“Emotionally chained”? Drama— 

 

RACHEL 

Don’t say dramatic much! 
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SAM 

Dramatic much?! 

 

RACHEL 

You’re like a toddler! 

 

SAM 

Then that makes you a pedophile! 

 

RACHEL 

It definitely means I have some sort of mental fucking 

problem! 

 

SAM 

At least one! 

 

RACHEL 

You are such an asshole! 

 

SAM 

And you’re impossible to please! 

 

RACHEL 

You don’t even try! 

 

SAM 

You never notice when I do! I bought you flowers two weeks 

ago! 

 

RACHEL 

They were daisies! 
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SAM 

You love daisies! 

 

RACHEL 

I am allergic to daisies! 

 

SAM 

Jesus Christ, daisies, hay, is there anything you’re not 

allergic to?! 

 

RACHEL 

I can’t help my biology! 

 

SAM 

You can, it’s called Allegra! 

 

RACHEL 

That stuff is so poisonous! 

 

SAM 

It’s medicine! 

 

RACHEL 

It’s toxic! 

 

SAM 

You’re toxic! 

 

RACHEL 

You’re depraved! 

 

SAM 
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You’re a snob! 

 

RACHEL 

You’re lazy! 

 

SAM 

You smell like peanuts! 

 

RACHEL 

What?! 

 

SAM 

You smell like peanuts, and I’ve never understood it, and 

it’s weird as hell! 

 

RACHEL 

I do not smell like peanuts! You are such an asshole! 

 

SAM 

And you’re a high-strung, know-it-all, obsessive-

compulsive, pedophile bitch! 

 

(This is too much. SAM has crossed a line, and they both 

know it. A heavy, heavy silence falls between them. RACHEL 

is angry and hurt. SAM knows he went too far, but he won’t 

show weakness [though his next lines are very contrite]. 

Finally, RACHEL begins examining the rock pile.) 

 

SAM 

What’re you doing? 

 

RACHEL 
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I’m getting out of here. 

 

(SHE begins struggling with the rocks.) 

 

SAM 

Do you want some help? 

 

RACHEL 

No. I don’t. 

 

SAM 

If we work together, we might be able to— 

 

RACHEL 

No.  

 

SAM 

All right. Suit yourself. 

 

RACHEL 

I’m not dying down here with you.  

(She is seething) 

You have no idea, Sam, what I have given up for you. What I 

put myself through. 

 

(RACHEL pulls out the flashlight and shines it on the 

rocks. SHE continues struggling with the rocks, but SHE’s 

unsuccessful.) 

 

SAM 

You should save the battery on that. 
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RACHEL 

You don’t get to talk to me anymore. 

 

(RACHEL continues trying to loosen the rocks, to no avail. 

SHE gets desperate. SHE gets angry at the rocks. SHE jams 

the flashlight into a space between the rocks and tries to 

use it as a lever to loosen things. The flashlight breaks. 

It becomes darker in the cave. RACHEL screams in 

frustration and fear and all those other things that are 

all pent up. SHE gives up and collapses onto the cave 

floor, exhausted. There is a long pause.) 

 

SAM 

So the flashlight’s broken? 

 

RACHEL 

Yeah. 

 

SAM 

How long do these glow sticks last? 

 

RACHEL 

About six hours. 

 

SAM 

How long have they been lit? 

 

RACHEL 

About five hours. 

 

SAM 

Ah.  
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(Pause)  

Sort of wish we’d saved them up. 

 

(Neither of them says anything for a few beats.) 

 

RACHEL 

Do you think anyone will feed Buckles? 

 

SAM 

I doubt it. Everyone hates that cat. 

 

RACHEL 

Why did we name her Buckles? It’s a weird name. 

 

SAM 

It is. 

 

      RACHEL 

Why do people give things weird names? 

 

      SAM 

I have no idea. 

 

RACHEL 

I like the name Cynthia. 

 

SAM 

For a cat? 

 

RACHEL 

No. For a girl. I always liked that name for a girl. 
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I just always wanted a beautiful little girl. A little baby 

girl who’s tiny and fat and happy and perfect. Blonde hair 

that would turn darker as she got older, and her first word 

would be doggy. Or panda. Do you ever think about that? 

 

(SAM’s face makes it extremely clear that HE has never 

thought about that.) 

 

RACHEL (CONT’D) 

No, I guess not. You probably think about things like how 

many marshmallows you can cram into your mouth at one time. 

Is that what you think about? 

 

SAM 

Here, drink this. 

 

(HE hands HER a bottle of water.)  

 

RACHEL 

It’s a nice thing to think about. Even if isn’t real. A 

sweet little girl whose name would be Cynthia, and everyone 

would want to call her Cindy, but we’d say, “No...it’s 

Cynthia. Please use the whole name.” 

 

SAM 

We sound like real assholes. 

 

RACHEL 

It’s too beautiful a name for shortcuts. 

 

SAM 

Do you think about that a lot? 
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RACHEL 

 (Nodding thoughtfully)  

Sometimes. Did you never think about having kids? 

 

SAM 

I mean, yeah, sometimes. But usually more like, you know, 

“Oh, God, you’re late? Please don’t be pregnant.” 

 

(RACHEL sighs. SAM tries to backpedal.) 

 

SAM (CONT’D) 

Not that I never wanted kids or anything, that’s just how 

I’ve thought about it. Traditionally. That’s how it’s come 

up. 

 

RACHEL 

That’s sweet. 

 

SAM 

I’m just not ready to be a dad. 

 

RACHEL 

Trust me, I know. 

 

(A few moments of silence. SAM tries to drink from HIS 

flask, but it’s empty.) 

 

SAM 

I wish there was a bar down here. 
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(RACHEL acknowledges this with a look and a grunt that says 

she’s not surprised to hear this, and also is maybe a 

little annoyed by it.) 

 

RACHEL 

I’m sorry I broke the flashlight. 

 

SAM 

It’s okay. A few more hours, and someone’s gonna realize we 

didn’t make it back. Your mom’s probably already left you 

eight messages, “Rachel, where are you? When are you coming 

by?” 

 

RACHEL 

Sam. 

 

SAM 

People will come looking for us. 

 

RACHEL 

They’ll be looking in the wrong place. 

 

SAM 

What? 

 

RACHEL 

I...I took us down a different system. 

 

SAM 

No... 

 

RACHEL 
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We were supposed to go down the Wellmouth system, but this 

morning I read online that— 

 

SAM 

You swapped caves, and you didn’t tell anybody?! 

 

RACHEL 

I read online that this system had a spring beneath this 

huge, incredible pendant, and I thought— 

 

SAM 

What is the number one rule you’re always telling me about 

caving?! 

 

RACHEL 

I thought it would be...romantic. 

(As she says this, she realizes how stupid it sounds.) 

 

SAM 

The number one rule. 

 

RACHEL 

I know. Always make sure someone knows where you are. 

 

SAM 

Always make sure someone knows where you are! And you 

didn’t even tell me where we are! 

 

RACHEL 

It shouldn’t have mattered! It was supposed to be an easy 

descent! 
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SAM 

Oh, the descent was very easy! It’s getting back up that’s 

turning out to be a little difficult. 

 

RACHEL 

Can we just pretend like I already know that I’ve killed us 

and I’m really sorry about it?! 

 

(THEY are quiet for several long beats.) 

 

SAM 

Unbelievable. 

 

(A few more beats.) 

 

RACHEL 

Unbelievable: The Sam and Rachel Story. 

 

(SAM doesn’t want to laugh at this, but HE can’t help it. 

At least a little.) 

 

SAM 

Two unlikely misfits band together in a desperate attempt 

to answer the question: What the hell is wrong with us? 

 

RACHEL 

Starring Adrian Brody as Sam. 

 

SAM 

And Ginger Snaps as Rachel. 

 

RACHEL 
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(Laughing) 

Who is Ginger Snaps? 

 

SAM 

A porn star. 

 

RACHEL 

Oh, thanks a lot! 

 

SAM 

And Amy Schumer as Buckles the cat.  

 

RACHEL 

Oh my God, Amy Schumer would make a great Buckles the cat. 

 

SAM 

Right? 

 

RACHEL 

Unbelievable: In theaters on Christmas Day. 

 

SAM 

Oh my God...Christmas.  

 (Thoughtful pause)  

Do you remember that winter we went to New York? 

 

RACHEL 

And we got stuck for three extra days because of that 

snowstorm. 

 

SAM 
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And you thought someone had built a snowman on the park 

bench, and you made me take your picture with it, and it 

turned out to be a homeless guy covered in snow. 

 

RACHEL 

Oh, don’t bring that up. I really thought it was a snowman. 

I’m such a terrible person. Oh, that poor man. I thought he 

was dead. 

 

SAM 

I thought I was gonna die. 

 

RACHEL 

Oh, but the tree was beautiful. 

 

SAM 

Which tree? 

 

RACHEL 

Which tree? 

 

SAM 

There were a lot of trees. 

 

RACHEL 

The tree! At Rockfeller! 

 

SAM 

Oh. Yeah, that one was pretty good. 

 

      RACHEL 

Pretty good? 
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      SAM 

Sure. It was fine. 

 

      RACHEL 

Which tree did you like? 

 

      SAM 

 (Laughing a little) 

Remember that little dive bar in Hell’s Kitchen? That dumb 

little place with the broken jukebox and the table that was 

so sticky. Oh my God, your hair stuck to it! Remember? 

 

      RACHEL 

Ugh. I’d rather not. So gross. 

 

      SAM 

So funny! And the bartender who kept telling us about his 

time in ‘Nam. 

 

      RACHEL 

That’s right! And he just threw out that Hispanic couple 

for no reason. 

 

      SAM 

Yep. 

 

      RACHEL and SAM 

“No hablo cantina.” 

 

      SAM 

He was amazing. 
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      RACHEL 

That was the worst place I’ve ever been. 

 

      SAM 

But it had a great Christmas tree. 

 

      RACHEL 

Did it even have a Christmas tree? 

 

      SAM 

Oh yeah. But it wasn’t even, like, a Christmas tree. It was 

a palm tree or a fern or something. 

 

      RACHEL 

 (Dawning) 

That’s right! It was plastic! 

 

      SAM 

Yeah, and it was decorated with lights that were shaped 

like little baby Corona Light bottles. 

 

      RACHEL 

And machine gun ornaments! 

 

      SAM 

It did not have machine gun ornaments. 

 

      RACHEL 

Yes it did. Little plastic machine guns hung all over it. 

Oh my God, I remember! How is that your favorite Christmas 

tree? We saw eighty thousand trees in New York, and your 
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favorite is the world’s single most depressing and broken 

tree? 

 

      SAM 

I don’t know, I loved that tree. I love things that are 

kind of broken.  

 

      RACHEL 

Yeah. I guess you do. 

 

      SAM 

Things that are nice and perfect make me sort of...anxious. 

 

(RACHEL considers this.) 

 

      RACHEL 

That’s probably some sort of mental condition. 

 

      SAM 

Thanks. 

 

      RACHEL 

No, seriously. We’re designed to appreciate beauty. As a 

species. We’re...elevated by it. If you have a choice 

between a beautiful tree and a trashy tree, you’re supposed 

to pick the beautiful tree. The beautiful tree shows you 

what life can be. 

 

      SAM 

But the trashy tree shows you what life really is. 

 

      RACHEL 
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So why would you want a tree that’s not the best version of 

itself? 

 

      SAM 

Why would you want a tree that walks around like it’s the 

Queen of England? 

 

      RACHEL 

You know the point of a Christmas tree is to look nice. You 

put silver glass ornaments on it because you’re supposed to 

enjoy looking at it. 

 

      SAM 

No. The point of a Christmas tree is to hang all your dumb 

little ornaments you made when you were eight years old so 

you can look at it and go, “Man, that’s ugly as hell, I 

guess that’s why I don’t make things out of macaroni 

anymore.” 

 

      RACHEL 

Why would you want that? No, you put the silver tree 

upstairs in the living room in front of the window, where 

everyone can see it, and you stick the other tree in the 

basement where only you can see it, so you’re not 

embarrassed when company comes over, but you can still tell 

your kids, “Oh, look, those macaroni ornaments are so 

cute!”  

 

      SAM 

That’s insane. Why would you want to hide the macaroni 

tree? The macaroni tree represents who you are! 
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      RACHEL 

The macaroni tree represents who you were. It’s fine when 

you’re a kid, but then you grow up. The silver tree is what 

you are now. 

 

      SAM 

The silver tree isn’t what I am now. 

 

      RACHEL 

I know, you’re a macaroni tree.  

 

      SAM 

So you want every tree to be a silver tree? 

 

      RACHEL 

No, but I don’t think a silver tree should look at a 

macaroni tree and think, “Oh, gee, what a neat little tree, 

maybe I should wear more glitter and Popsicle sticks.” 

 

      SAM 

Well I don’t think the silver tree should look at the 

macaroni tree and be like, “Hey, that tree’s a piece of 

garbage, why don’t you go to England and get fancy, you 

little trash tree?”  

 

      RACHEL 

What is your deal with England? 

 

      SAM 

 (Shaking his head) 

I don’t understand silver tree people. 
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(RACHEL gets up and walks around a little, mostly just to 

not be sitting, but HE also checks the rocks, in case they 

have become easier to move in the last ten minutes. [They 

haven’t.]) 

 

      RACHEL 

If we still had a flashlight, we could look for vents. 

 

SAM 

What are vents? 

 

RACHEL 

A lot of times these big chambers have vents running into 

them. Smaller openings that lead up to the surface.  

 

SAM 

I didn’t see anything like that when I was up there looking 

around.  

 

RACHEL 

They’re hard to spot. They can be really small, not big 

enough to climb through or anything. It wouldn’t exactly 

save us. But it would mean there’s oxygen, and a better 

chance that someone up above could hear us yelling up. It 

would be something. A vent would mean hope. 

 

SAM 

That would be amazing! 

 

RACHEL 

Don’t get too excited. There probably isn’t one. 
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SAM 

Right, but if there is one, that means there’s air, right? 

 

      RACHEL 

That means it’s possible that there might be air. 

 

      SAM 

And we could see them if we had light? 

 

      RACHEL 

If there are vents, it’s possible that we might be able to 

see them if we had a light. 

 

      SAM 

I wish you’d let us bring our cell phones. 

 

      RACHEL 

I didn’t exactly see the point of bringing cell phones 

three hundred feet below ground where they’d be totally 

useless and end up being one more thing that could get 

broken or left behind. 

 

      SAM 

The point would be to have extra light. 

 

      RACHEL 

I didn’t think we would need extra light. 

 

(SAM looks up at the cave walls and scratches his chin.) 

 

      SAM 

Is there any other way to test for vents? 
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      RACHEL 

We’ll just have to wait and see. 

 

      SAM 

Great. So if we suffocate to death, we’ll know there’s no 

vent. 

 

      RACHEL 

Well, yes. That is true. But I meant it literally. We’ll 

wait, and we’ll see. 

 

(HE stares at HER. SHE stares at HIM. HE makes an 

exaggerated motion for HER to continue.) 

 

      RACHEL (CONT’D) 

If there’s a vent that opens up outside, there’ll be light 

coming in. Really dim light. It’s not enough that we’d be 

able to see it now, because of the glow sticks, but we 

should be able to see it in the pitch black. 

 

      SAM 

So when the glow sticks go out, we’ll see the vent. 

 

      RACHEL 

Or we won’t. When the last glow stick goes out, if there’s 

a vent, we’ll see a little bit of light. 

 

      SAM 

And if there’s no light, there’s no vent. 

 

      RACHEL 
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Just darkness. 

 

      SAM 

And then it’s really over. 

 

      RACHEL 

Yep. 

 

(SAM thinks about this for a moment) 

 

      SAM 

We don’t have to wait for the glow sticks to go out. 

 (HE begins collecting them.) 

Let’s put them in the bag and close it. See what happens. 

 

      RACHEL 

No! Please don’t. 

 

      SAM 

Why not? We could know in, like, ten seconds if we’ve got a 

few hours or a few weeks. 

 

      RACHEL 

I know, but— 

 

      SAM 

This is the difference between life and death! Our life and 

our death! 

 

      RACHEL 

It’s not life, it’s hope for life. Or it could be a slower, 

more terrible death. 
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      SAM 

But at least we would know. 

 

      RACHEL 

I don’t want to know. 

 

      SAM 

How could you not want to know?! 

 

      RACHEL 

Just please, Sam. Please don’t. If I knew it was over, I 

don’t—I don’t think I could handle it. 

 

(HE tosses the glow sticks back onto the ground.) 

 

      RACHEL (CONT’D) 

Thank you.  

 

      SAM 

We’re gonna have to face it sooner or later. 

 

      RACHEL 

Later. 

 

      SAM 

Okay. 

 

(Several moments of silence pass. SAM starts walking, just 
to walk. They are bored.) 
 
      SAM (CONT’D) 
It’s really boring down here. 
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      RACHEL 
Yep. 
 
      SAM 
It’s nothing like the caves on Fraggle Rock. 
 
      RACHEL 
On what? 
 
      SAM 
Fraggle Rock! 
 
      RACHEL 
What’s Fraggle Rock? 
 
      SAM 
You don’t know what Fraggle Rock is?! 
 
      RACHEL 
Obviously not, or I wouldn’t have asked. 
 
      SAM 
It’s Muppets! 
 
      RACHEL 
Okay...? 
 
      SAM 
You seriously don’t—? The Fraggles were little tiny Muppets 
that lived in caves. They had all sorts of adventures. And 
they ate radishes! And there was a dog! 
 
      RACHEL 
 (Sarcastically) 
Sounds great. 
 
      SAM 
It was great. How did you grow up without ever watching 
Fraggle Rock? 
 
      RACHEL 
I don’t know, Sam. I guess it’s not really that big of a 
thing. 
 
      SAM 
You were probably watching, like, Matlock. 
 
      RACHEL 
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I really liked Matlock. 
 
      SAM 
I bet. If this was a Fraggle cave, it’d be more fun.  
 
      RACHEL 
I’ll keep that in mind. 
 
      SAM 
There’d be singing. And Doozers. 
 
      RACHEL 
Sam. I don’t care. 
 
(SAM harrumphs. HE continues walking around the cave, but 
now he walks like a Fraggle. He is clearly singing the 
Fraggle Rock theme song in his head. RACHEL does not pay 
him any attention.) 
 

      RACHEL 

I don’t even know why I’m still talking to you. 

 

      SAM 

You’re not. You’re talking to yourself. I’m not even down 

here. You’re just going so cave-crazy that you’re 

hallucinating me. 

 

      RACHEL 

I wish I was hallucinating you. 

 

      SAM 

That’s not very nice. 

 

      RACHEL 

I’m really mad at you. 

 

      SAM 

I know. 
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      RACHEL 

I’m sorry. I’m sorry I’m being so mean to you. It’s 

just...you hurt me. You have no idea how much you hurt me. 

 

      SAM 

I know. 

 

      RACHEL 

No, you don’t. 

 

      SAM 

I know. 

 

(A few moments pass. SAM changes the topic) 

  

      SAM (CONT’D) 

I’ve been thinking about it, and I think we’re gonna make 

it out of here. 

 

      RACHEL 

 (Snorting) 

Oh yeah? What odds do you give us? 

 

      SAM 

I’d say sixty-thirty. 

 

      RACHEL 

 (SHE pauses. SHE blinks.) 

Sixty-thirty? 

 

      SAM 
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 (Pause) 

Yeah. Sixty-thirty.  

 (Pause)  

...Ten. Sixty-thirty-ten.  

 

      RACHEL 

Your understanding of math is fascinating. 

 

      SAM 

You didn’t let me finish. 

 

      RACHEL 

It’s like living with A Beautiful Mind. 

 

      SAM 

Sixty-thirty-ten. 

 

      RACHEL 

Sixty-thirty-ten. 

 

      SAM 

Sixty percent chance we die, thirty percent chance we get 

saved, and ten percent chance we get saved, but you murder 

me on our way out of the cave. 

 

      RACHEL 

I take it back. Your math is impeccable. 

 

(SAM thinks for a moment.) 

 

      SAM 
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I guess a thirty percent chance of survival isn’t really 

that promising. 

 

      RACHEL 

Speak for yourself. I’ve got forty percent. 

 

(SAM thinks a bit more, then laughs.) 

 

      SAM 

We’re going to die. 

 

      RACHEL 

That’s funny? 

 

      SAM 

Not, like, funny funny. But we’re really going to die. We 

are dying right now. We’re in the process of dying. Do you 

feel like you’re dying? I feel like I’m doing it wrong. 

 

      RACHEL 

That you’re dying wrong? 

 

      SAM 

Yeah. It’s just so stupid. We’re not supposed to die right 

now. We’re 32 years old. 

 

RACHEL 

You’re 32 years old. I’m 33. 

 

SAM 
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Yeah, you are old, but not old enough to die yet. How are 

we supposed to act? I just feel like, are you serious? It 

doesn’t seem real. You know?  

 

      RACHEL 

I know.  

 

      SAM 

We won’t get to say goodbye to anyone. 

 

      RACHEL 

No. We won’t. 

 

      SAM 

I left things really bad with my dad last week. 

 

      RACHEL 

I know. 

 

      SAM 

I told him I hate him. 

 

      RACHEL 

You didn’t say that. 

 

      SAM 

I told him he’s always been a disappointment. That’s the 

same as telling him I hate him. 

 

      RACHEL 

You got into a fight. You said things you didn’t mean. It 

happens. 
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      SAM 

I didn’t know I wouldn’t see him again. 

 

      RACHEL 

I know. 

 

      SAM 

I don’t hate him.  

 

      RACHEL 

He knows that. 

 

      SAM 

No he doesn’t. I can’t fix it, and I can’t say goodbye. 

 

(RACHEL looks around. SHE finds a small rock on the floor 

and picks it up.) 

 

      RACHEL 

Yes you can. 

 

(SHE gets on her hands and knees and draws a big GOODBYE on 

the floor.) 

 

      RACHEL (CONT’D) 

Eventually, when they find us, they’ll see this. 

 

      SAM 

 (Reading) 

“Goodbye.” 

 (HE frowns and considers this.) 
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Well that looks like a suicide note. 

 

      RACHEL 

It does not! 

 

      SAM 

It does too! “Goodbye.” That’s what someone writes before 

they throw themselves out a window. 

 

      RACHEL 

No one’s going to think it’s a suicide note. 

 

      SAM 

They’re gonna think we came down here to die on purpose. 

 

      RACHEL 

No one is going to think that we came down here to die on 

purpose. 

 

      SAM 

No, not until they see our suicide note on the ground! 

 

      RACHEL 

It’s “Goodbye”! 

 

      SAM 

It’s terrible! 

 

      RACHEL 

Oh my God. Fine. We’ll write something else.  

 (SHE licks her finger and starts scrubbing at the 

 markings.) 
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Hmmm. 

 

      SAM 

It’s not coming up! 

 

      RACHEL 

Well it’s not a pencil. 

 

      SAM 

Great. Just great. 

 

      RACHEL 

No one is going to think this is suicide. 

 

      SAM 

Everyone will think it! 

 

      RACHEL 

Well, here, fine. 

 (SHE picks up the rock again and starts writing more.) 

 

      SAM 

 (Reading) 

“We want to say goodbye.” 

 (Beat) 

Now it’s a double suicide! 

 

      RACHEL 

Sam! You don’t commit suicide by going into a cave and 

collapsing the entrance and suffocating to death! You take 

pills or you cut your wrists or you shoot yourself in the 

heart! 
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      SAM 

Shoot yourself in the heart? Jesus, Rachel... 

 

      RACHEL 

I just mean this would be the dumbest suicide in the 

history of suicides. 

 

(SAM considers this. HE looks at the note on the floor. HE 

grabs the rock out of RACHEL’S hand and begins to write his 

own note.) 

 

      RACHEL (CONT’D) 

 (Reading) 

“It wasn’t suici—” Are you kidding me? 

 

      SAM 

Now they’ll know for sure! 

 

      RACHEL 

Now they’re going to find us and think, “Why the hell would 

they think that we would think it was a suicide?” 

 

      SAM 

Better safe than sorry. 

 

      RACHEL 

Now we look like idiots. 

 

      SAM 

 (Insistent) 

Better safe than sorry. 
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 (HE gives her back the rock and wipes the rock dust 

 from HIS hands. In disbelief--) 

Man. “Shoot yourself in the heart.” 

 

      RACHEL 

It was just an example. 

 

      SAM 

Hey, what do you think the funeral will be like? 

 

      RACHEL 

What funeral? 

 

      SAM 

Our funeral.  

 

(RACHEL stares at SAM in disbelief.) 

 

      SAM (CONT’D) 

You don’t think they’ll throw us a funeral? 

 

      RACHEL 

No, I don’t think they’ll throw us a funeral. 

 

      SAM 

Why not? 

 

      RACHEL 

Because you don’t “throw” funerals. They’re not birthday 

parties. 

 

      SAM 
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Fine, whatever. Do you think we’ll get a funeral? 

 

      RACHEL 

Why do you keep saying funeral? It’s funerals. And yes, I’m 

sure we’ll “get” them.  

 

      SAM 

Wait, you don’t think we’d share a funeral? 

 

      RACHEL 

Why would we share a funeral?! 

 

      SAM 

Why wouldn’t we? 

 

      RACHEL 

You don’t share funerals! Everyone gets their own funeral! 

 

      SAM 

I think if two people who know each other really well die 

at the same time for the same reasons, they should totally 

have the same funeral. Otherwise, all the overlap mourners 

have to go to two funerals. 

 (Something dawns on HIM) 

Whoa. 

 

      RACHEL 

What? 

 

      SAM 
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No one’s gonna know that we’re broken up. They’ll find our 

dead bodies and just assume we died together. Not just, 

like, together, but you know. “Together.” 

 

(RACHEL considers this. It’s a small and stupid thing, but 

SHE doesn’t want people to think they died “together” 

either. SHE picks up the writing rock and scribbles on the 

floor.) 

 

      SAM (CONT’D) 

 (Reading) 

“Sam broke up with—” Don’t write that! 

 

      RACHEL 

Problem solved! 

 

      SAM 

Oh, come on! 

 (HE throws himself onto the floor and tries to scrub 

 away the words.) 

Now everyone’s gonna think I’m an asshole! 

 

      RACHEL 

Well? 

 

      SAM 

I can’t believe you did that! 

 

      RACHEL 

You’re the one who wanted to be clear. And single. 

 

      SAM 
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Can you blame me? Look at this, you made me look like a 

jerk! 

 

      RACHEL 

Fine. You want your side of the story written down too? 

 

      SAM 

Yes. 

 

(RACHEL drops to HER knees and writes more.) 

 

      RACHEL 

 (As SHE writes) 

My sex...wasn’t...swirrrrrly...enooooough... 

 

      SAM 

Oh my God, seriously?! 

 

      RACHEL 

There! 

 

      SAM 

I can’t believe you did that! That is not okay! You are 

fired! 

 (HE pauses to think for a second.)  

Hey, do you remember that weekend at the lake? When I 

almost fell into the fire? 

 

      RACHEL 

I don’t want to talk about that trip. 

 

      SAM 
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Why? 

 

      RACHEL 

I just don’t! 

 

      SAM 

Why? 

 

      RACHEL 

Because! 

 

      SAM 

Why?! 

 

      RACHEL 

Because that’s when I was going to break up with you! 

 

(SAM is stung by this) 

 

      SAM 

You were? 

 

      RACHEL 

Yes. 

 

      SAM 

At Table Rock? 

 

      RACHEL 

Not at Table Rock. Right around then. It was a 

whole...thing. 
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      SAM 

What sort of “thing”? 

 

      RACHEL 

The sort of thing where it just wasn’t working. We were 

almost a year in, and we had a lot of fun, but I kept 

thinking, “All we do is stupid, fun things. We can’t take 

anything seriously together.” I couldn’t take you 

seriously. We weren’t serious, there was no seriousness. 

 

      SAM 

Seriously? 

 

      RACHEL 

See? You still can’t be serious! We were a total mess, and 

you wanted to go on this lake getaway, and I thought, “Oh, 

that’s not really very good timing, because I’ve kind of 

reached my wits end with Sam,” but I decided I would go and 

see how things went, and it would be sort of a make-it-or-

break-it for us. 

 

      SAM 

And we made it! 

 

      RACHEL 

Oh no, you broke it. 

 

      SAM 

What! 

 

      RACHEL 
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I hated that week. I was so done with us by the time we 

left. 

 

      SAM 

No. 

 

      RACHEL 

I remember the exact moment when I thought, yep, this is 

over. 

 

      SAM 

Come on. 

 

      RACHEL 

It was our second-to-last night there. We were out by the 

fire pit, and we were just talking, because I wanted to 

just...talk. And we were sharing our biggest regrets, 

remember? I said that my biggest regret was that I never 

auditioned for the conservatory program because I was so 

scared that I’d get rejected, and that I haven’t touched my 

cello since, and that my life could be completely different 

if I’d just had the courage to play three pieces of music 

that I knew inside and out. And you said your biggest 

regret was that you didn’t order a fifth taco at lunch. 

 

      SAM 

Those tacos were so good. 

 

      RACHEL 

And I thought, okay. That’s it. Sam’s drunk again, and he 

thinks everything’s a joke again, and that means I’m a joke 
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to him, and the joke’s on me, because I’ve wasted so much 

of my life with him. 

 

      SAM 

If you wanted to break up with me, why didn’t you?  

 

(RACHEL is on the verge of giving a true reason, then backs 

off.)  

 

      RACHEL 

Because I...I didn’t want to cut and run. I didn’t want to 

end everything just because I didn’t want to try harder. 

 

      SAM 

What, like I’m a charity case? 

 

      RACHEL  

No, I just realized that I wanted everything to be easy, 

but it’s not supposed to be easy. You’re supposed to work 

at it. And I wanted to try. Working at it. 

 

      SAM 

Are you serious? 

 

      RACHEL 

Yeah. 

 

      SAM 

Relationships aren’t supposed to be a lot of work. They’re 

supposed to be easy. You’re supposed to find that one 

person who fits with you so, like, perfectly that it’s easy 
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to be with them because that’s all both of you want, to be 

with the other one. 

 

      RACHEL 

That is not how it works. 

 

      SAM 

That’s how it should work. 

 

      RACHEL 

Relationships—real relationships—are hard work! Don’t you 

understand that? 

 

      SAM 

I’m sure understanding it now. 

 

      RACHEL 

If you want to make something last, you have to work at it. 

 

      SAM 

That’s such bullshit. The divorce rate in this country is 

fifty percent. 

 

      RACHEL 

So what? That’s my point. People don’t work at it. 

 

      SAM 

No, that’s my point. They do work at it. They go to 

therapists, they do couples counseling, they go on weird 

weekend retreats where they wear chunky sweaters and make 

trust necklaces or whatever, and they spend years “working” 

on it, and they still get divorced. 
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      RACHEL 

(Her tone gets angrier as she speaks until she is 

yelling at him) 

The ones who don’t make it don’t make it because they give 

up. If you want to make something last, you have to work at 

it. That’s what makes this so infuriating. I set myself 

down a path, a difficult, rocky, painful path, and then you 

proposed, and that path got way longer, but I knew it could 

be worth it, because there’s something special in us, I 

thought, and I just put so much of myself into this idea of 

forever with you...but you made a fool of me, for an entire 

year, and then we get trapped down here, and you’re such a 

selfish asshole. 

 

      SAM 

Stop calling me an asshole! 

 

      RACHEL 

You are an asshole! You’re a selfish fucking asshole! We 

get trapped down here, and you’re so selfish, you can’t 

give me hope for even just one more day! 

 

SAM 

Well, fuck, Rachel! Then you should have broken up with me 

at Table Rock! Because guess what. You were always gonna 

get sick of my joking around, or I was always gonna get 

sick of you having a stick up your ass, and I was always 

gonna be restless, and we were never going to make it. We 

shouldn’t be on a stupid anniversary trip in a stupid 

goddamn cave, and we shouldn’t be trapped down here 

wondering how much longer the air will hold out before we 
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suffocate, so this is your fault, and you were right, the 

joke is on you, because we were never right together, and 

you should have ended it then! No, you know what? I should 

have ended it sooner, because I’m just some fucking 

macaroni tree that doesn’t even understand silver! I was 

just too goddamn scared of what would happen if I ended it. 

I was so afraid of you that I decided to marry you! 

 

      RACHEL 

No, you know what? It should have been me. Every instinct I 

had about us was right, and I should have ended it sooner! 

 

      SAM 

I know! Why didn’t you?!  

 

      RACHEL 

I didn’t want to! 

 

      SAM 

Bullshit! Yes you did! You did want to. Why didn’t you do 

it? 

 

      RACHEL 

Because! 

 

      SAM 

Don’t tell me “because”! No one stays miserable just 

“because”! Why didn’t you do it?! 

 

      RACHEL 

Because I was pregnant! 
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(This takes a few long moments to sink in.) 

 

      SAM 

What? 

 

      RACHEL 

Because, Sam. I got pregnant. 

 

      SAM 

 (Pause) 

With a baby? 

 

      RACHEL 

Yes. With a baby. 

 

      SAM 

 (Pause)  

Was it mine? 

 

      RACHEL 

Of course it was yours! 

 

      SAM 

And you didn’t tell me? Why wouldn’t you tell me that?  

 

      RACHEL 

Because I hadn’t figured out what to do about it! I thought 

we were done. I thought I was done. And I thought, oh my 

God, is this how it happens? Is this how I go absolutely 

fucking insane? I’m in this train wreck of a relationship, 

and I can’t take it anymore, but now I have this life 

inside of me, and it means that we have a life together, 
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and you were forever part of that, one way or another. No 

matter what happened, no matter what I chose to do, we 

would be bonded by this incredible, stupid accident for the 

rest of our lives.  

 

      SAM 

That’s why you stayed with me. Because we were going to 

have a baby. 

 

      RACHEL 

I stayed with you because eventually, I realized that life 

isn’t what happens to you, it’s what you make for yourself. 

 

      SAM 

So what happened? Did you...? 

 

      RACHEL 

No. I didn’t have an abortion. 

 

      SAM 

Then...what?  

(Pause)  

  

      RACHEL 

I lost it. 

 

      SAM 

You lost it? 

 

      RACHEL 

Yes. I lost it. I had a miscarriage.  
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      SAM 

I...Jesus, Rachel. I...I’m sorry. 

 

      RACHEL 

It’s fine. 

 

      SAM 

No, it’s not fine. Don’t say it’s fine, it’s... How did 

it...? He? She? What was it? 

 

      RACHEL 

I don’t know. It was too early. 

 

      SAM 

Oh. How early? 

 

      RACHEL 

Eight weeks. 

 

      SAM 

Eight weeks... 

 

      RACHEL 

I think it was a girl. I don’t know why, so don’t ask. I 

know it’s stupid. I just think so. 

 

      SAM 

Cynthia. 

 

      RACHEL 

Yeah. 
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      SAM 

How did she...? I mean...how did it happen? 

 

      RACHEL 

It just happened. 

 

      SAM 

Was it my fault? 

 

      RACHEL 

What? No. Why would you say that? 

 

      SAM 

Was it something...in me? 

 

      RACHEL 

No. 

 

      SAM 

A baby can’t just...I mean, it was something in her, right? 

Something inside that caused her to... 

 (HE is having a hard time getting this out without 

 choking up.)  

Was it something from me that...is it my fault that she’s 

dead? 

 

      RACHEL 

Sam. No. I don’t know. They don’t know what happened, or if 

it was a chromosomal thing, or anything. It could have been 

an infection, or it could have been my chromosomes, or it 

could have been nothing but a stupid hiccup in the 

universe. She just...didn’t make it. 
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      SAM 

Why didn’t you tell me? 

 

      RACHEL 

I wasn’t planning on not telling you.  

 

      SAM 

You should have told me. 

 

      RACHEL 
I know.  
 
      SAM 
It was my life too. 
 

      RACHEL  

 (A deep well of regret is finally getting a chance to 

 spill over. She cries.) 

I know. By the time I decided I could do it...a life with 

you, as a family...by the time I resolved myself to it, she 

was gone. We were together, and she was gone. 

 
      SAM 
I should have been there for you. 
 
      RACHEL 
Yeah. You should have. But I didn’t make it easy, either. I 

was checked out. You started drinking more, and I could 

have said something, or done something, maybe, but I 

didn’t. I just stood on the outside and watched you implode 

and waited for it to get bad enough to end it. 

 
(They sit for a few beats, remembering, and thinking their 
own thoughts.) 
 
      RACHEL (Cont’d) 
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It was a fucked-up time all around. 
 

      SAM 

I didn’t know I had a daughter. 

 

      RACHEL 

I know. 

 

      SAM 

I can’t believe you kept that from me. 

 

      RACHEL 

The longer I went without telling you, the harder it was to 

explain why I hadn’t told you. So I just...didn’t. 

 

(Silence for several beats.) 

 

      SAM 

I guess if she’d lived, everything would be different. 

 

      RACHEL 

Yeah.  

 (Pause) 

Everything is always different. 

 

(A few more beats of silence. The lights slowly begin to 

dim.) 

 

      RACHEL (CONT’D) 

Shit. 

 

      SAM 

What? 
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      RACHEL 

The glow sticks are going out. 

 

      SAM 

Look at me. 

 

(RACHEL has been crying and doesn’t particularly want to be 

looked at.) 

 

      RACHEL 

No. 

 

      SAM 

Look at me. 

 

      RACHEL 

Why? 

 

      SAM 

Because it’s getting dark, and I want to remember. 

 

(SHE looks at HIM. HE looks at HER.) 

 

      SAM (CONT’D) 

A vent means there’s hope for us. 

 

      RACHEL 

A vent means there’s hope for us. 

 

      SAM 

Ask me again. 
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      RACHEL 

Ask you what? 

 

      SAM 

Ask me about my biggest regret. 

 

      RACHEL 

Sam— 

 

SAM 

My biggest regret is that I got bored. That I let myself 

get bored. That as soon as I thought you were the wrong 

one, I didn’t put up a fight. That I didn’t take you 

seriously. That I got distracted from you. That I didn’t 

even try to fix anything. That I was ready to just let us 

die. That I didn’t know we were having a daughter. That I 

wasn’t there for you when you lost her. That I didn’t take 

us seriously. That’s my biggest regret. 

 

(RACHEL is crying openly now. SHE takes a moment to stop 

the tears.) 

 

      RACHEL 

That’s, like, ten regrets. 

 

      SAM 

I’m sorry. 

 

      RACHEL 
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You were such a fresh breath of life for me, and it became 

so easy for me to start resenting the way you started 

changing me into someone I was scared to become. I’m sorry. 

 

(The lights are getting extremely dim.) 

 

      SAM 

When the lights go out, it’s not the end. Okay? One way or 

the other...it’s not the end. 

 

(RACHEL touches SAM’S face tenderly.) 

 

      RACHEL 

 (Whispering) 

I’ll remember. 
 

(The glow sticks finally fail. As the stage grows dark, a 

dim light shines from a vent overhead.) 

 

BLACKOUT. 

 


